INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the structure of the set of stationary solutions of equations for viscous incompressible conducting fluid with diffusivity in the presence of a magnetic field. The boundary condition for the velocity field is assumed to be homogeneous. We consider the following system of equations governing the stationary hydromagnetic flows :
Here Q is an open bounded set of Rn, n = 2 or 3, and r is its boundary. Di = 8 / axi and p denotes the total pressure. u and B are the velocity and magnetic fields.
Without loss of generality, we take X = v. The problem is reduced to the functional equation in u and B. We denote by S(f,~,v) the set of solutions~u,B~of the problem (0.1) -(0.4).
The methods of proving the properties of S(f,~,v) rely on those in C. Foias and R. Temam [4] .
In section 1, we prove general properties of S(f,~,v). 
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE SET S(f,~,v)
Regarding r, the boundary of S~, we assume that (1.1) r is a manifold of class Cr of dimension n -1 and 03A9 is locally located on one side of r (r = 2 unless otherwise specified).
( Proof. The proof for (Pi), the existence of solution {u,B} is given by easily extending the standard proof for existence for a single equation, say, Navier-Stokes equation ( [6] [8] ). See also [5] , in which existence is proved assuming (1.15) as the boundary condition.
The crucial step in the proof is to show that choice of above ~ can be made so that H -norm of 4J depends on ~ and ~. ~ ~ )
We now prove (1.16) : : We take the scalar product of (1.13) with u and (1.14) with B. 
